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Canon Speedlites and Nikon Speedlights are small, off-camera flashguns that can provide big

results - if you know how to use them properly. Acclaimed Boston photographers Lou Jones, Bob

Keenan and Steve Ostrowski guide you through the technical and creative aspects of how to get the

most out of these powerful tools in this indispensable guide, packed full of inspirational images and

comprehensive diagrams of the lighting set ups used to capture them. They are significantly more

advanced, lighter and considerably cheaper than a standard flashgun, and have many advantages.

They are small (and cheap) enough that a number can be carried in your kit, and they can be used

in combination, triggered wirelessly. They use through-the-lens (TTL) metering, which allows you to

use the in-camera LCD and histograms to calculate the required power/direction, rather than havng

to use a light meter or trial and error. They use proprietary, dedicated technology (from Canon and

Nikon) that means there are no compatability issues. Getting the most out of them, however,

remains a mystery - most photographers still just use their speedlights in the same way as a

standard flash gun. This is where this book comes in.
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There are many books on the market which purport to provide an introduction to flash but end up

being just a set of photographs with a brief explanation of how they were created using one or more

speedlites. This book ISN'T one of them! Where most books start with examples and simple recipes



to follow, this one does what is generally skimmed over, it gives you the real meat right there in the

first few chapters.To effectively use flash in the construction of your images you need more than just

a recipe - you need to understand quite a bit about light, and this book provides a really solid

foundation in the "must have" technical knowledge of how to understand the inverse square law,

how to read your histogram, how to understand Exposure, and more. All of which is essential if you

are ever going to figure out why the recipe went wrong!But it doesn't stop there! - this book has

plenty more than just the dry technical stuff, it has an abundance of photographs and examples,

with some excellent lighting diagrams and killer tips from three very experienced photographers. I

particularly like the advice in the "mixed lighting" section to leave the room lights on to prevent the

subject's pupils from dilating and thereby increasing the risk of red-eye.If you are looking for a very

solid introduction, with enough meat to satisfy an expert, presented in a format that will be easily

understood by a beginner, then you should certainly buy this second edition.In the interests of full

disclosure the review copy was provided free of charge by the publisher.

A collection of reasonably technically competent but uninspiring advertising photographs. This

should have been a pamphlet instead of a book. The writing is pedestrian and verbose and rarely

comes directly to grips with the subject matter. The book desperately needs a Maxwell Perkins to do

some serious editing and get the grammar and sentence structure under control.Howlers: "When

you walk into a scene, you should first survey and assess your surroundings rather than relying on

trial and error." Huh..? And this: "Since I spent so much time thinking about concepts that were

eventually turned into photographs, I have had to develop systems that resulted in abstract but

legible ideas." Say again. . ? And this stand-alone sentence: "Often custom or makeshift methods

are just as good or better." No kidding. . ?If you're trying to learn lighting with speedlights, better to

stick with Joe McNally.

It was difficult to get past the author's photographs, which are pretty poor. One doesn't especially

want to find out how they achieved the effects!
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